A dynamic global equilibrium in carnivoran diversification over 20 million years
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The ecological and evolutionary processes leading to present-day biological diversity can be inferred by reconstructing the phylogeny of living organisms, and then modelling potential processes that could have produced this genealogy. A more direct approach is to estimate past processes from the fossil record. The Carnivora (Mammalia) has both substantial extant species richness and a rich fossil record. We compiled species-level data for over 10,000 fossil occurrences of nearly 1,400 carnivoran species. Using this compilation, we estimated extinction, speciation and net diversification for carnivorans through the Neogene (22–2 Ma), while simultaneously modelling sampling probability. Our analyses show that caniforms (dogs, bears and relatives) have higher speciation and extinction rates than feliforms (cats, hyenas and relatives), but lower rates of net diversification. We also find that despite continual species turnover, net carnivoran diversification through the Neogene is surprisingly stable, suggesting a saturated adaptive zone, despite restructuring of the physical environment. This result is strikingly different from analyses of carnivoran diversification estimated from extant species alone. Two intervals show elevated diversification rates (13–12 Ma and 4–3 Ma), although the precise causal factors behind the two peaks in carnivoran diversification remain open questions.

1. Introduction

The diversity and spatial distributions of living species are the result of past and ongoing ecological and evolutionary processes. Understanding such processes can provide insights into the mechanisms promoting speciation, as well as driving factors behind population decline, species extirpation and extinction. Ecological and evolutionary processes are often modelled on phylogenies of living organisms [1]. But modern biodiversity offers only a snapshot of the total taxonomic diversity of any clade and may not represent persistent features of global biogeography [2], and only partially reflect processes acting across deep time [3]. A more direct approach to reconstructing diversification patterns would use information contained in the fossil record [4], not least because speciation and extinction rates often vary considerably through time [2,5–7]. However, fossil data come with the added complication of potentially large variations in sampling rates, which must be accounted for when estimating diversification rates [5,6,8–10].

There have been several attempts to correct for the undesirable effects of sampling heterogeneity in palaeontological data [6,10–14]. Here, we embrace a framework first developed in statistical ecology, where sampling and biological parameters of interest are estimated simultaneously. The fact that the probability of observation in an ecological sample is never 100% has a large impact on estimates of recruitment and survivorship, and simultaneous modelling of biological process with observation probability has a long history in the ecological literature [15–19]. Capture–mark–recapture (CMR) models were developed to estimate recruitment and survivorship for individuals within...
animal populations, but are easily adapted to palaeontological datasets to address rates of speciation/origination and extinction [20]. Despite obvious parallels, these approaches remain little explored in palaeobiology [9,20–23], due in large part to the fact that they are ‘data hungry’ (parameter-rich and requiring large amounts of data to constrain estimates).

The mammalian order Carnivora (dogs, cats, bears, hyenas and related taxa) consists of approximately 270 extant species [24], and possesses a rich and well-documented fossil record [25,26]. Recent analyses have resolved many outstanding questions of carnivoran phylogeny, including the monophyly of the aquatic pinnipeds (seals, sea lions and walruses), the sister-group relationship of pinnipeds and musteloids (weasels, badgers and relatives), the monophyly of a clade containing hyenas, mongooses and the endemic carnivorans of Madagascar, and the polyphyly of the Viverridae (civets and gennets) [27–29]. Carnivores have been used to document macroevolutionary patterns of character evolution and test hypotheses of underlying processes [25,26,30–33]. However, knowledge of past diversification patterns for this otherwise well-studied group, and hence potential drivers of that diversity, remains limited.

Here, we examine global diversification dynamics across a 20 Myr time interval spanning the Miocene and Pliocene, using a database of 10 331 fossil occurrences for 1392 carnivoran species. We estimated interval-to-interval probabilities of speciation and extinction, and rates of net diversification, while simultaneously accounting for interval-specific sampling rates, calculating confidence intervals (CIs) around these estimates [19–21]. Specifically, we use a CMR model known as the Pradel seniority model (hereafter, ‘Pradel model’) [19], using fossil occurrence data as ‘sighting records’ [20,21]. We also demonstrate the robustness of our inferences with respect to the resolution of time intervals, position of time-interval boundaries, the use of species- versus genus-level data and model fit.

2. Material and methods

We downloaded Carnivora species occurrence data from the Paleobiology Database (PBDB, 9 August 2012) and from the New and Old Worlds Database of Fossil Mammals (NOW, 16 August 2012) [34]. We augmented these data using compilations in Finarelli [25] and Démère et al. [35], and added occurrences in the interval (1,0] Ma for extant species with at least one fossil occurrence [36]. We analysed data for 24 one-million-year time intervals and present results for 20 intervals (see the electronic supplementary material, table S2). These all-Carnivora estimates correspond to the time-varying model, without group effect (Model 1 in electronic supplementary material, table S1), and form the default estimates we discuss, unless otherwise stated. Average net per capita diversification rate (‘diversification rate’, hereafter) for Carnivora is 0.090 (0.150) species per species per Myr. The global model specifying separate estimates for Caniformia and Feliformia (Model 1 in electronic supplementary material, table S1) are comparable with the all-Carnivora results (see electronic supplementary material, figures S2–S4 and tables S2–S4). Extinction, speciation and diversification rates are not temporally auto-correlated, and speciation and extinction probabilities are not temporally correlated with each another (see electronic supplementary material, figure S6).

Through the study interval, there are three notable features in the diversification rate: significantly positive diversification rate ‘peak’ at 13–12 Ma, another peak at 4–3 Ma and significantly negative diversification rate ‘dip’ at 3–2 Ma (figure 1). The first positive peak is associated with elevated speciation probability, whereas the 4–3 Ma peak is associated with decreased extinction probability (figure 1). The 3–2 Ma dip is associated with both increased extinction and reduced speciation (figure 1). These peaks are robust to bin-shifted interval boundaries, although the dip is not (see electronic

3. Results

Across Carnivora, average speciation probability per (1 Myr) interval is 0.244 (average s.e. of estimate: 0.066), which is marginally higher than the average extinction probability of 0.197 (0.060) (see electronic supplementary material, table S2). These all-Carnivora estimates correspond to the time-varying model, without group effect (Model 4 in electronic supplementary material, figure S6). We initially compared 18 models including fully time-varying models with different extinction, speciation and diversification estimates for each time interval and ‘group’ models, in which Caniformia and Feliformia were estimated separately multiplicatively and additively. Our comparisons were considered in a likelihood framework. We focus our discussion mainly on three models: (i) a fully time-varying model for all Carnivora, (ii) a global model which is fully time-varying and multiplicative for separate Caniformia and Feliformia groups, and (iii) a time-constant model for the subgroups (1) Canidae–Amphicyonidae–Ursidae, (2) Musteloidea and (3) Pinnipedimorpha within Caniformia, and (4) Nimravidae–Felidae–Viverridae and (5) Herpestidae–Hyaenidae–Eupleridae within Feliformia (see electronic supplementary material, figure S1).
The peaks are also robust to variance inflation factors correcting for imperfect model fit (see electronic supplementary material, figure S7). If our data had been less well-resolved temporally (2 Myr intervals), the same general pattern emerges, with the 13–12 Ma peak spread over several adjoining intervals, and a marked 4–2 Ma peak (see electronic supplementary material, figure S9 and table S8), and using genus-level information recovers all three features, although the pattern is more muted (see electronic supplementary material, figure S10 and table S5).

Model selection recovers support for sampling probabilities and speciation and extinction probabilities that vary through time for both Feliformia and Caniformia (see electronic supplementary material, table S1). Estimating separate subclade rates demonstrates that Caniformia mirrors the overall Carnivora pattern. Caniformia estimates show the same early rise in speciation leading to the approximately 13 Ma peak. Extinction probabilities fall between 4 and 3 Ma with the same resulting peak at 4–3 Ma (see electronic supplementary material, figures S2 and S3, and table S3), and dip is also apparent between 3 and 2 Ma. Feliformia shows more variability in rate estimates, although the general carnivoran pattern is observed with the addition of two peaks in speciation/diversification at 19–18 and 6–5 Ma (see electronic supplementary material, figures S2 and S4, and table S4). Although we could not estimate time-varying rates for smaller subsets of Caniformia and Feliformia, we estimated average rates for three caniform and two feliform subgroups. Terrestrial caniform groups (Musteloidea and the Canidae–Amphicyonidae–Ursidae group) are characterized by lower diversification rates than the feliform groups (Hyaenidae–Herpestidae–Eupleridae and Nimravidae–Felidae–Viverridae), although the caniform speciation and extinction are higher (figure 2; electronic supplementary material, table S6).

Interval-to-interval sampling probability estimates hover around 50% across all carnivorans (figure 1). Sampling is generally higher for feliforms than caniforms (see electronic supplementary material, figure S2, and tables S2 and S3), especially in the later Miocene. Including Pinnipedimorpha adds
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**Figure 1.** Evolutionary and sampling dynamics. (a) Speciation probability, (b) extinction probability, (c) net diversification rates (horizontal line shows zero net diversification) and (d) sampling probability. These estimates are for all carnivorn species in the Neogene database, using the time-varying model (see the electronic supplementary material). Shaded areas are 95% CIs. Note that estimates in figure 1a–c are from the plotted time interval to the next, whereas estimates in figure 1d are for the time interval (midpoints are plotted).
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**Figure 2.** Comparisons among carnivorn groups. (a) Speciation probability, (b) extinction probability, (c) diversification rates and (d) sampling probability. These estimates are for all carnivorn species using the group effects model. P, C and M are the caniform groups Pinnipedimorpha, Canidae–Amphicyonidae–Ursidae and Musteloidea, respectively. H and N are the feliform groups Herpestidae–Hyaenidae–Eupleridae and Nimravidae–Felidae–Viverridae, respectively (see electronic supplementary material, figure S1). Vertical lines indicate 95% CIs.
uncertainty to estimates of carnivoran diversification; excluding pinnipedinmorphs increases Caniformia and all-Carnivora sampling probabilities (see electronic supplementary material, figure S11, and tables S2 and S3), and subclade analyses demonstrate that sampling rates for pinnipedinmorphs are markedly lower than any other group (figure 2). Although excluding pinnipedinmorphs depresses the 13–12 Ma peak, the main features of the broader carnivoran pattern are still recovered (see electronic supplementary material, figure S11).

4. Discussion

The most striking feature of Neogene carnivoran diversification dynamics is its stability at large spatial and temporal scales. Although net per capita diversification rates are generally positive through the Neogene, indicating an expanding species richness (see electronic supplementary material, figure S14), they are low, with CIs encompassing zero for most time intervals (figure 1), potentially indicating a diversity-dependent diversification process for global carnivoran species richness [38–40]. This pattern also parallels observations that the body size distribution for Caniformia [25] and the morphology associated with carnivoran feeding ecology [41] were relatively stable through this same time period. However, substantial changes characterize the subclades comprising the larger, stable adaptive zone, indicating systems that were more dynamic at finer resolutions. Extant caniform species richness is higher than for the Feliformia [24], and in our fossil database, there are approximately twice as many caniform species (see electronic supplementary material, tables S3 and S4). Interestingly, we find that Caniformia has, on average, lower diversification rates through the 20 Myr study interval than does Feliformia (figure 2; electronic supplementary material, tables S3, S4 and S6). Additionally, rates of both speciation and extinction (and therefore turnover) are higher in Caniformia than Feliformia.

Despite the general stability in overall diversification rates, there were distinct rate changes: significantly positive diversification rate peaks at 13–12 Ma and at 4–3 Ma, and a significantly negative diversification rate following at 3–2 Ma (figure 1). During each of the two diversification peaks, more than 50% of the species then extant were new (see electronic supplementary material, figure S14). The diversification dip from 3 to 2 Ma was not as pronounced as the preceding peak. The first peak is associated with elevated speciation probability, whereas the 4–3 Ma peak is associated with decreased extinction probability (figure 1). The diversification dip is associated with both an increased extinction and reduction in speciation (figure 1).

These analyses recover patterns that are not detectable by analyses of extant taxa alone. A recent study of the entire Carnivora employing a supertree [36] reconstructed a sustained increase in diversification rates for Carnivora beginning at approximately 18 Ma, peaking at about 7.3 Ma and subsequently declining through the Late Miocene and Pliocene. However, excluding extinct taxa may hinder accurate reconstructions of diversification [34,42,43]. For example, more than 50 species in the extinct family Amphiiconyidae are known between 22 and 2 Ma [44]. These extinct species cannot be included in the supertree analysis, which estimated rates of cladogenic events leading up to the extant subset of carnivorans [36]. By constrast, our estimates of diversification, speciation and extinction are not conditional on survival to the Recent. Interestingly, if the estimates of Nyakatura & Bininda-Emonds [36] are reflective of the diversity dynamics for the extant carnivorans, then the modern lineages experienced a substantial increase in branching rates during a period when total carnivoran diversification was rather nondonscript (figure 1).

While we strongly advocate incorporating fossil data as an important source of information in estimating diversification rates, we acknowledge the potential limitations of palaeontological data. For instance, the Eupleridae, a species-poor clade endemic to Madagascar, lacks a fossil record. If euplerids were species-rich in the past and also possessed very different speciation and/or extinction rates, their absence would bias our mean rate estimates for Carnivora as a whole. Another limitation is that we do not have many of the traits available to neontologists to delimit species; therefore, fossil species have the potential to be both over- and under-split. Ideally, molecular phylogenetic approaches and modelling observed fossil occurrences need to be integrated to make best use of data from both extant and extinct organisms [32,45].

With the Carnivora, we have the rare opportunity to study species-level dynamics in the fossil record, such that our inferences can be compared with those using extant species (see also [3]). We tested whether a genus-level analysis would reflect species-level patterns [46,47]; similar results were observed, although the patterns appear more muted [39,48]. This is encouraging, as palaeobiological analyses have tended to focus on genera as the analytical unit ([49] and references therein). However, we encourage the use of species-level data where possible, as this similarity in genus and species patterns may not be universal. Process and observation models, such as the Pradel model, estimate parameters of biological interest simultaneously with ‘observation’ parameters. As such, there are often a large number of estimated parameters, especially when interval-to-interval variation in parameters is modelled. This then requires large amounts of data, such that processes of interest (speciation, extinction) can be disentangled from potential confounding observation parameters (sampling). A consequence is that without a large number of sighting histories and/or successful sampling attempts, CIs around rate estimates will be large [50]. This in turn requires a large and well-sampled fossil record—something that is available for Carnivora, but certainly not for all groups.

An additional assumption of the method employed here is that all species (or at best species within Feliformia and Caniformia considered separately) in the dataset share a common preservation probability within each time interval. However, Wagner & Marcot [45] recently found that within-interval recovery rates for fossil mammals are best described by lognormal, not uniform, distributions, indicating this assumption is likely to be violated. One way to potentially include such details in this framework is to hypothesize factors that strongly contribute to species preservation/sampling and incorporate these factors as covariates in CMR models.

Yet despite these difficulties, our inferences are robust, demonstrating the utility of applying ecological models that explicitly incorporate sampling processes to information-rich palaeontological datasets, as well as the need to account for temporal variation in sampling [2,6,7,51]. Carnivoran diversity through the Neogene seems characterized by a gradual increase from 22 to 15 Ma, punctuated by a sudden
increase in richness at 13–12 Ma, which is followed by approximately 10 Myr of stability before another rapid inflation at 4–3 Ma. Intriguingly, the first diversification peak follows the Miocene Climatic Optimum (approx. 17–14 Ma) [2,51], corresponding with broad global cooling, decreased taxonomic diversity of browsing ungulates and the rise of grazing ungulates [52,53]. Yet precise causal mechanisms remain open questions. Global diversification rates for Carnivora do not parallel the North American rodent record, which shows significantly negative diversification from 13 to 12 Ma at both continental [2] and regional scales [51], although those studies did not incorporate simultaneous estimation of sampling in their diversification estimates. If accurate, this points to substantial clade-specific differences in potential mechanisms. Moreover, the diversification peaks do not correlate with Neogene climatic excursions, such as the Miocene Climatic Optimum [51], making a straightforward argument for a causal climate–diversification relationship difficult for Carnivora. Indeed, such correlations (and hence causal associations) between mammal diversity and global climate have been questioned [8]. With our robust estimates, it is clear that new hypotheses of potential drivers must be formulated for both the transient increases in diversification rates and the conspicuous long-term stability of carnivoran species diversity.
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Correction to ‘CarnivoreCode.R in supplement of A dynamic global equilibrium in carnivoran diversification over 20 million years’

Lee Hsiang Liow and John A. Finarelli


The corrections are (i) Foote’s 2000 terminology of boundary crossers (ii) the inclusion of the time boundary in boundary crosser tabulations. The output values are now in-line with Foote’s own tabulations (M. Foote 2017, personal communication).

Note that the correlation values between the two estimates (Pradel and Foote) are worse than reported in the electronic supplementary material, figure S12 of the paper. New plots for the comparisons are supplied. These errors do not contribute to any changes in inferences in the main text.

FA = function(x){min(which(x==1))}
LA = function(x){max(which(x==1))}
#Foote function
footerates <- function(FA, LA, timeint){
da = cbind(FA, LA)
NFt = NA #number of top crosser (this was previously misnamed re Foote 2000)
Nbt = NA #number of double crosser (this was previously misnamed re Foote 2000)
NbL = NA #number of bottom crosser
q = NA #per capita extinction rate
p = NA #per capita origination rate
for (i in 1:length(timeint)-1)) {
  bt = da[which(da[,1]>timeint[i] & da[,2]<timeint[i+1]),] #double crosser
  #bt = da[which(da[,1]>timeint[i] & da[,2]<timeint[i+1]),] #old code
  if (!is.null(nrow(Ft)))
    {NFt[i]=nrow(Ft)}
  else{
    NFt[i]=1
  }
  if (!is.null(nrow(bt)))
    {Nbt[i]=nrow(bt)}
  else{
    Nbt[i]=1
  }
  if (!is.null(nrow(bL)))
    {NbL[i]=nrow(bL)}
}
res = cbind(footeq, footep)
colnames(res) = c("q", "p")
rownames(res) = timeint[1:length(timeint)-1]
#return(res)
return(list(NFt, NbL, Nbt, Nb, Nt, p = footep, q = footeq))

else{
    NbL[i] = 1
}
footeq = -log(Nbt/(NbL + Nbt)) # extinction
footep = -log(Nbt/(NFt + Nbt)) # origination
res = cbind(footeq, footep)
colnames(res) = c("q", "p")
rownames(res) = timeint[1:length(timeint)-1]
#return(res)
return(list(NFt, NbL, Nbt, Nb, Nt = Nbt + NFt, p = footep, q = footeq))

# read in species file
data = read.csv("rspb20132312supp4.csv", header = FALSE)

# prepare data in correct format for function "foote"
FAD = apply(data[,2:25], 1, FA)
LAD = apply(data[,2:25], 1, LA)
times = seq(24, 1, -1)
FA <- as.integer(FA)
LA <- as.integer(LA)

foote = footerates(FA, LA, times)
foote = as.data.frame(foote) # Foote rates ready for use

pradel.time = seq(-22, -3, 1)
pradel.est.p = c(0.000, 0.580, 0.000, 0.470, 0.304, 0.107, 0.179, 0.109, 0.262, 0.393, 0.118, 0.175, 0.236, 0.161, 0.318, 0.175, 0.373)
pradel.est.q = c(0.000, 0.405, 0.095, 0.286, 0.100, 0.143, 0.161, 0.057, 0.318, 0.339, 0.058, 0.293)
pradel.est.d = c(0.130, 0.131, 0.158, 0.313, 0.292, -0.040, 0.219, -0.177, 0.108, 0.512, -0.050, -0.025, 0.042, -0.101, 0.003, 0.165, 0.001, -0.199, 0.504, -0.182)

par(mfrow = c(2, 1), mar = c(4, 2, 2, 2))

Figure S12.
plot(pradel.time, pradel.est.p, axes=F, xlim=c(-23,-3), ylim=c(0,1), pch=20, col="red", main="speciation", xlab=""")
lines(pradel.time, pradel.est.p, col="red")
axis(1, at=pradel.time, labels=seq(22,3,-1))
axis(2)
points(-times[2:22], foote$p[2:22], pch=20)
lines(-times[2:22], foote$p[2:22], lwd=1)
legend("topright", c("pradel", "foote"), col=c("red", "black"), lty=c(1,1), bty="n", text.col=c("red","black"))
box()
cor.test(pradel.est.p, foote$p[3:22])
# cor = 0.3741679, p-value = 0.1041

plot(pradel.time, pradel.est.q, axes=F, xlim=c(-23,-3), ylim=c(0,1), pch=20, main="extinction", col="blue", xlab="Ma")
lines(pradel.time, pradel.est.q, col="blue")
axis(1, at=pradel.time, labels=seq(22,3,-1))
axis(2)
points(-times[2:22], foote$q[2:22], pch=20)
lines(-times[2:22], foote$q[2:22], lwd=1)
legend("topright", c("pradel", "foote"), col=c("blue", "black"), lty=c(1,1), bty="n", text.col=c("blue","black"))
box()
cor.test(pradel.est.q, foote$q[3:22])
# cor = -0.2798411, p-value = 0.2321